
UC-CAM10PRO-1

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS

 

Stylish and discreet Professional
4K Webcam with Built in
microphone, 5x Digital zoom,
120° field of view (FoV) and Auto
Tracking

This stylish, professional 4K webcam with 5x Digital Zoom
and built in microphone will take your video conferences to
the new level. With a 120° field of view and 5x zoom, the
UC-CAM10PRO-1 provides a sensational, smooth, and
detailed picture. The webcam has two built-in
microphones that detect sound from up to 4 meters away,
so you can be sure everyone will be heard during the
meetings. This compact-size camera with a privacy cover
will be a perfect match for any space - whether it's a small
huddle space or meeting room. With a 14° tilt adjustment
feature, the camera can be customized to fit your needs
and adapt to your individual space.
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120° field of view
The field of view means the observable area
one can see through the camera lens. It
translates directly to how much of your meeting
space will be visible to the participants joining
remotely. A 120-degree FoV is the right solution
for most standard meeting spaces.

2D & 3D Digital Noise
Reduction
Delivering high image quality, these two image
denoising technologies combined ensure crisp
and clear visuals for video and photos.

Auto-framing
With intelligent face detection and voice
localization, the camera tracks whoever is
speaking and smoothly switches between
presenters automatically adjusting to best fit
participant location and quantity. It not only
recognizes and zooms in on meeting
participants, but also tracks speakers as they
move about the room.

Clear, crisp and natural
audio
Featuring an advanced noise reduction
algorithm, the integrated 2-element mic array
detects audio from up to 4 metres away,
delivering high quality audio free from any
annoying background noise or distortion.

JELLEMZŐK
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Pixels 8,46M

Natív felbontás 4K UHD

Supported
resolutions

2160p/30fps, 1440p/30fps, 1080p/30fps

Diagonal field of view
(dFoV)

120°

Focus mode fixed

Focus distance 8m

Aperture 2.5

Zoom 5x digital zoom

Backlight
compensation

igen

AutoFraming igen

Number of
microphone arrays

2

Voice pickup distance 4m

Voice pickup angle 180°

Noise reduction igen

Automatic gain
control

igen

Camera USB Type-C

Host USB v.3.0

Number of
microphone arrays

x2

Voice pickup range 4m (radius)

USB Type C x1

Hajlásszög ≤14°

Forgatás 360°
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Privacy shutter yes

Anti peeping cover igen

Távirányító igen (elemeket tartalmazza)

Power adapter igen

Előírások CE, RoHS támogatás, ErP, WEEE, HATÓTÁVOLSÁG, UKCA

Termék méretei Sz x
H x M

80 x 75 x 53mm

Doboz mértei Sz x H x
M

162 x 124 x 90mm

Súly (doboz nélkül) 0.21kg

Súly (dobozzal) 0.5kg

EAN kód 4948570033140

Kapcolódó termékek UC CAM120ULB-1, UC CAM180UM-1, UC CAM80UM-1, UC SPK01M

TARTOZÉKOKAT TARTALMAZZA07

FENNTARTHATÓSÁG08

MÉRETEK / SÚLY09

KAPCSOLÓDÓ INFORMÁCIÓK10
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